
Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts and Other Powerful Web 
Tools for Classrooms
Will Richardson • 1 74170 234 8
This guide demonstrates how Web tools can generate exciting 
new learning formats, and explains how to apply these tools in the 
classroom to engage all students in a new world of synchronous 
information feeds and interactive learning. With detailed, simple 
explanations, defi nitions and how-tos, critical information on Internet 
safety, and helpful links, this exciting book opens an immense toolbox, 
with specifi c teaching applications for: 
• Web logs, the most widely adopted tool of the read/write Web 
• Wikis, a collaborative Webspace for sharing published content 
• Rich Site Summary (RSS), feeding specifi c content into the classroom 
• Aggregators, collecting content generated via the RSS feed 
• Social bookmarking, archiving specifi c Web addresses.
CO2348  $45.95

“Whatever!”: The 
Conceptual Age and the 
Evolution of School
Mark Treadwell • 1 74170 430 8
This revolutionary book shows 
how new technology is driving the 
second education paradigm that 
is sweeping into our schools and 
synthesises all the major education 
issues into one overarching 
theoretical and practical framework. 
The text provides a rationale for the 
exponential changes that herald the 
second education paradigm.
Each of the issues are dealt with one 

by one by addressing curricula, assessment, inquiry learning, the role 
of technology, professional learning, the competencies, an updated 
theoretical and practical model for thinking and how the brain works, 
and the role of attitudes, values, principles and wisdom as we head 
into an era that values innovation and creativity.
HB4308  $69.95
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The New Education ParadigmReading 2
“We have reached the end of progress. Incrementalism is no longer enough. In the new 

economy, the companies that create new wealth are truly revolutionaries: they upend 

long-held industry conventions, they fearlessly challenge the old guard, and they amaze 

their customers with products and services that could scarcely have been imagined 

a few years earlier. In doing so, they render existing business models obsolete. In this 

environment, the most fearsome threat to continued success is not ineffi ciency but 

irrelevancy. Any company that is not an industry revolutionary is already on the road to 

insignifi cance.”16 Gary HamelThis quote by Gary Hamel dates back to the year 2000 and is directed at businesses but it is probably 

the most succinct summary of where education needs to be in order to be relevant in the 21st century. To 

do nothing is simply not an option, unless of course we just don’t care about the learners today and the 

competences, skills, attitudes, capabilities and dispositions that they will require in order to enjoy and 

manage their complex 21st century lives.

In 1999 Robert Branson from Florida State 
University wrote a paper entitled Why 
Schools Can’t Improve: The Upper Limit 
Hypothesis.17 In this hypothesis Branson 
portrayed schools as a technology,
which we defi ne as “any combination of 
products, systems and environments that 
meets a need or an opportunity within a 
community”. 
Technologies generally start out being quite 
ineffective and ineffi cient, then overtime 
they increase their performance, gradually 
approaching the upper limit of 100 percent 
(but never quite making it) of their 
potential. This sigmoid curve, while never 
being a perfect model for all technological 

growth patterns provides us with a general trend (as can be seen in Diagram 2.1). There are innumerable 

pathways which may vary from the perfect sigmoid curve and each of these pathways depends upon 

whether we are simply looking at Europe, a global viewpoint, the Chinese viewpoint18, etc. 

Accepting possible variations, the curve is still a useful model and presents us with a tool which may 

help explain the past and may also point towards our education future. The underlying technology of 

the printing press was a key technological development which heralded our present model of school. 

Printed books allowed information and knowledge to be transported from one geographical location 

to another much faster and far more cheaply than was previously possible. Also contributing to this was 

the increased trade and the more reliable transport routes that were evolving. Although we could trace 

elements of the present school system back to the Romans and the Greeks, the book-based education 

paradigm has its roots somewhere around the 1400–1500s. Once again where we start the clock ticking 

depends very much on what viewpoint we take. As much of our present schooling system has its roots in 

the European context we have accepted this perspective.16 Hamel, Gary; Leading the Revolution; http://www.garyhamel.com/author.htm

17 Branson, Robert; Why Schools Can’t Improve: the Upper Limit Hypothesis; 1988; http://www.cpt.fsu.edu/pdf/upperlimithypothesis.pdf Accessed 

June 2007
18 History of Printing Art History Club; 2005; http://www.arthistoryclub.com/art_history/Printing. Interestingly, this summary of the history of 

printing appeared in over twenty different websites (and possibly many more), none of which mentioned the original source. One of the many 

dilemmas of using Internet sources as references!

Diagram 2.1 Possible Performance Pathways
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The New Education Paradigm
The main points in Section 1:

The emerging internet-based education paradigm will fundamentally change the way 

schools function, as well as signifi cantly changing the roles of the educator, parent/caregiver and the 

learner and the relationships between each of these stakeholders. The reasons for this include:

 •  The present education paradigm is operating at close to 100% effectiveness/effi ciency levels 

and in order to increase effectiveness and the effi ciency of the present education system a new 

paradigm is required. •  The present book-based education paradigm is still largely based on the technology of the book 

and has lasted 400+ years.  •  The emerging education paradigm is based on the information and communication 

technologies of the internet and became practical for implementation from approximately 2004.

 •  Workplace and social demographics have accentuated the requirement for an approach to 

schooling which moves the end point for much of the teaching and learning program from 

knowing and remembering material to developing conceptual frameworks of understanding 

and applying these creatively. •  The emerging education paradigm and the shift in workplace and social demographics are 

fundamentally changing the purpose of schools.
 •  Along with shifting the end point of the purpose of the curriculum from knowing to 

understanding there is a raft of additional transitions which schools will need to undergo 

between now and 2020. •  There is an urgency for schools to make the transition to the new paradigm as learners have 

already made the transition and are becoming increasingly disengaged while they wait for the 

education system to catch up to how they are learning outside of school.
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Teaching in the Digital Age: 
Using the Internet to Increase 
Student Engagement and 
Understanding, Second Edition
Kristen J Nelson • 1 74170 523 1
Providing a vision of teaching and 
learning integrated with technology, 
the author supplies a research-
based framework for integrating Web 
resources and brain research with 
instruction that targets individual 
learning needs. This practical how-to 
book helps teachers design projects 

that enhance information literacy skills while deepening student 
understanding across contact areas. Offering an updated list of 
Web sites, the second edition assists educators by providing: 
- Internet assignments to develop skills in interpersonal exchange, 
information gathering ad analysis and problem solving: - 
Standards-based lesson plans that build on student strengths 
- Assessment rubrics to identify learning needs
CO5231 $45.95

Critical Technology Issues for 
School Leaders
Susan Brooks-Young • 1 74170 570 3
In this new book Brooks-Young gathers 
her most popular and insightful work 
into a collection of practical technology 
strategies for issues most critical to busy 
school leaders. The book is organized into 
the following four sections each focusing 
on a different aspect of technology 
leadership: New Literacies: the latest 
technology advances and opportunities 
for integration in schools; Engaging 

Teachers and Students: tools and strategies for professional 
development establishing a Web presence classroom blogs and 
distance learning; Providing a Reliable Infrastructure: tech-ready 
facilities cost management software and networks and the role of 
technology coordinators; Legal and Social Concerns: Internet safety 
and security precautions copyright and plagiarism concerns  home-
school communications and much more. School leaders will fi nd 
detailed and concise information extensive resources and refl ective 
questions for personal use or group discussion.
CO5703 $45.95

Making the Most of the Web in 
Your Classroom
Timothy D. Green, Abbie H. Brown & 
LeAnne K. Robinson • 1 74170 583 5
Designed for novices and experienced 
users, this comprehensive guide 
includes all the need-to-know aspects 
of using the World Wide Web to support 
student learning. Making the Most of 
the Web in Your Classroom covers 
the language of the Web, describes 
Web-editing software, and shows how 
to use Web tools that offer unique 

learning opportunities for students. This book examines issues of 
student safety, appropriate netiquette and copyright and other legal 
considerations and provides fi eld-tested strategies, examples, and 
reproducibles to help teachers create powerful learning opportunities.

CO5835 $44.95 

What Every Teacher Should 
Know About Media & Technology 
Donna E. Walker Tileston • 1 74170 349 2
Use media, technology and the Internet 
to strengthen student learning and 
higher-level thinking skills. Technology 
plus classroom equal success for 
students whose teachers act as agents 
for change through brain-friendly media. 
Topics include: The effect of media 
on student motivation, behaviour and 
learning modalities; Using media for 
lesson planning including objectives, 
information, skills, meaning, knowledge, 

models, real-world applications; Using media for teaching the 
basics through to creative thinking, critical thinking and higher-
level thinking skills; Keeping up with the ‘big picture’; and more!

CO3492 $27.95


